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Sustainability Project Fund Application  
 

Project Title: Time Forms: Temporalities of Aesthetic Experience 
 
Budget Requested:  $ 30851.75 
 
Applicant/Project Leader: Alanna Thain 
 
Contact Information:   
Last Name: Thain  
First Name: Alanna    
Email: Alanna.Thain@mcgill.ca 
Daytime Phone: 514-805-0513 
Role (Undergraduate, Post-Graduate, Staff, Academic): Academic (prof) 
Faculty/Unit: English and the Institute for the Public Life of Arts and Ideas 
 
Project theme(s): community, food, wellness and health, academics, materials 
 
Project Group: Professors Alanna Thain (English), Stephen McAdams (Music) and Eric Lewis (Philosophy); Toni Pape (PhD, 
Université de Montreal); Kai Siedenberg (PhD, Music); Wilson Blakely (staff member IGSF and ICASP); Eric Murphy (PhD 
Philosophy); Thomas Pringle (English, MA); Sarah Manya (PhD Humanities, Concordia) 
 
I.  Project Overview 
 
Project summary: “Time Forms: Temporalities of Aesthetic Experience” will be a four day major research-creation workshop 
that explores the ‘when’ of art today.  This event will take place at McGill University September 18-21, 2013, under the auspices 
of the Institute for the Public Life of Arts and Ideas. Events will take place across the McGill campus, as well as in artistic public 
venues across Montreal at large, including the Centre Phi, Silo #5 in the Old Port and Eastern Bloc. The city of Montreal itself will 
also be the venue for this event, with urban dérives through transitional neighbourhoods (such as “Mile Ex”), guided improvised 
city walks, “video walks” on public transportation, and illustrated lectures projected onto the fabric of the built environment. This 
event encourages conference participants to think of all aspects of their experience as contributing to the event.  Not only will the 
entire event have a sound map that will invite participants to manipulate their own experiences of time, but the event will offer 
unusual experiences of time, such as a noontime dance party, and a focus on attention to the rhythms of bodily experience, such as 
incorporating food breaks into the aesthetic experiments of time forms. Bringing together scholars, artists, curators and the public, 
this occasion will investigate aesthetic experience that intimately involve a temporal dimension, in order to explore different 
concepts, kinds and components of temporality in the experiencing of art through exploring such questions as: ‘what concepts of 
time are relevant to the experience of art?’; ‘what are the ways in which time plays a role in such experiences?’ and ‘what qualities 
are specific to time-based arts?’. 

We address questions that are not only at the heart of today’s artistic and cultural concerns, but reflect larger social and 
political questions about the sustainability of contemporary life and its accelerated pace.  Numerous theorists have suggested that 
we need to reconsider broadly rhythms of speeds and slownesses as a way to make our ethical and aesthetic encounters more 
sustainable. Slowness is one such tactic; the “slow food” movement has been cited by thinkers from Bifo to Paolo Virno as an 
alternative to the homogeneity of the 24-hour clock, promoting attentiveness to our bodily habits of consumption and wider 
relational ecologies.  

“Time Forms” proposes an ecological approach to what Felix Guattari has called “ethico-aesthetical” experience; ethics 
are inseparable from aesthetic experience because ethics requires a keen awareness of the creativity of our relational encounters 
with others and with the world.  He wrote: “We cannot conceive of solutions to global warming, without a mutation of mentalities, 
without promoting a new art of living in society. The only acceptable finality of human activity is the production of a subjectivity 
that is auto-enriching its relation to the world in a continuous fashion.” For this event, we have asked all participants to think 
“ecologically” about the research and creative work they wish to share, curating the form of their presentation with as much care 
as the content.  However, we also wish to make the event itself a lively site of experimentation, allowing all participants (not just 
presenters) to reflect on the creativity of temporal experience.   

To that end, not only will we be curating a series of “time lab experiments” for altering rhythms and flows on an ongoing 
basis, we also want to make the “inbetween” moments of the conference, such as coffee breaks and meals, central to the 
experience and collaborative work of the event itself.  How can these be more than just a mindless “refueling” and instead 
contribute to the sustainability of academic and artistic encounters and engagement?  Lastly, we seek to find ways to sustain the 
“eventness” of time forms beyond the handful of days of the conference itself, through a) providing opportunities for student 
participants to engage in a more profound way with the philosophy of our approach, and b) to sustain the conversation after the 
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fact through a reading group at IPLAI, open to wider McGill and Montreal communities.  How can we continue the conversation 
for those who find their interest sparked in the moment? 

We are requesting funding from the Sustainability Fund to allow us to develop these concerns at the heart of our research-
creation approach to cultural theory and aesthetic research. Grounded in process-based practice, we seek funding for three areas: 
1) salaries for students and other experts before, during and after the event.   

 Before the event, salaries will help with event planning, developing a series of ateliers on hospitality, food and art.   
 During the event, salaries will pay for student workers.   
 After the event, salaries will offset costs associated with the preparation and publication of event documentation through 

a special issue of Inflexions: A Journal for Research-Creation (online and with a offline component), and the 
development of the conference website as a set of archival resources around sustainable hospitality practices.   

2) funding for event hospitality (food and supplies) 
 We intend to seek local and eco-friendly alternatives for event hospitality: snacks for breaks, lunches and dinner, 

including a closing “Time Forms” feast at the Centre Phi featuring courses each with their own temporal experience, 
developed by the students and Thain in collaboration with a local caterer, and prepared onsite as a live-miked, 
collaborative art event. We will also prepare a database of resources for other conference organizers to consult, including 
supplies such as disposable coffee cups, etc. the source of tremendous waste at conference events.   

3) Research-based follow up 
 Travel funding for the students involved in the project to take a field trip to the Bioscleve House with Professor Thain’s 

SSHRC Partnership research project “Immediations: Enter Bioscleve” (see appendix) 

Project eligibility: The project will investigate and develop a set of resources for the McGill community around sustainable 
practices for hospitality at conference events.  Conferences frequently include hospitality as a kind of accessory to the main event 
of conferences themselves.  Little thought is given to how hospitality can not only be integrated into the conference beyond simple 
“fuel” for participants, but as to how a) hospitality can help create an intellectual sustainability, fuelling forms of community and 
zones of collaboration and b) how hospitality might be made sustainable in practical ways, through attention to the types of food 
and beverages offered that can promote a more mindful engagement with the practices and habits of intellectual life.   Students 
will research, design and implement a sustainable approach to the conference hospitality for “Time Forms” down to every coffee 
break, exploring ecological options to the disposable supplies and generic ingredients of coffee breaks and conference dinners. 
With the conference as a site of practical experimentation, they will develop a database of resources for future events, in terms of 
suppliers, practical consideration and ethical concerns.  

On a philosophical level, the project will aim to generate an attentiveness to our habits of consumption, and to promote a 
different relation that opens us to the ethic-aesthetic side of eating and drinking (and our corporeal habits) at intellectual events.  
This experimentation will be sustained and expanded through two research projects; the first for project team members, as a trip to 
the Bioscleve house with the Montreal-based research group The Sense Lab, and secondly through a semester long reading and 
practice group based at IPLAI, open to the wider community, reading contemporary theory and experimenting with sustainable 
practices. A key challenge:  how to make the work of an event (Time Forms) sustain its resonance after the fact? 
 Lastly, “Time Forms”, centrally concerned with the relation between time and creativity, resonates with the speculative 
and practical aims of the “Vision 20/20” project at McGill.  Asking “where do we want to be?, this project experiments with 
structures of event hospitality and student involvement that will feed forward into future events.  Specifically, the results of this 
event will help with the planning of an event in 2015, the Montreal based section of the Performance Studies International 
conference.  Likewise, it provides models for how to sustain the intellectual and practical work of such events beyond the temporal 
limits of the conference model through such engagements as the reading group at IPLAI, and the “rear-views” of other 
Sustainability Fund Projects, through the video project documenting the “time forms” of previous and ongoing projects. “Time 
Forms” aims to break down the isolation characteristic of much of the energetic and innovative work within disciplines, 
departments and organizations on campus, by providing practical zones of encounter between them. 
 
Timeframe/Milestones: The project begins now. It will run through Dec. 2013, with an eye to renewing the project for 2014-2015 
in preparation for the Montreal-based section of the international event Performance Studies International (Sept. 2015). 
Milestone 1: Summer atelier end August 31: The summer will see six ateliers on food practice: two workshops on pickling, one 
on bread-making; a “steep dérive” to harvest local plants to make tea; a “Public Kitchen” event in collaboration with Boston’s 
Design Studio for Social Intervention and the Sense Lab in Parc Ex. and one other to be decided according to participants drawn 
from the local urban gardening scene. Some of the results of these workshops will be incorporated into the hospitality of the Time 
Forms event; others will raise awareness and identify key issues around local cultures of consumption. 
Milestone 2: Launch of the IPLAI reading group on Speeds and Slownesses Sept. 6: IPLAI reading groups are open to the 
entire McGill community.  The first meeting will feature a short text and provide an opportunity to set an agenda.  While the first 
few meetings will be determined in advance and be led by project participants, we will leave the last few weeks open so that other  
participants can suggest directions to explore. The second meeting will take place as part of the Time Forms conference on Sept. 
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19, and will feature an afternoon tea party drawing on the summer ateliers open to the wider community. To facilitate discussion 
of a much larger than normal group, we will use a technique from Professor Thain’s research group: concept speed dating 
(http://senselab.ca/wp2/g-t-i-conceptual-speed-dating/). Other meetings will occur at a two-week interval until the end of term. 
Milestone 3: Time Forms Sept. 17-20: This includes all conference hospitality, culminating in “The Long Meal”, a feast for 
conference participants at the Centre Phi in Old Montreal on the last day of the conference.  This feast will feature courses, each 
with a distinct temporality, and integrating the results of the summer ateliers (pickling, breadmaking, kale harvesting, etc.).  The 
feast will itself be an artwork, with audio and video documentation (including the use of motion sensors and motion capture), and 
will be featured in the publication coming out of the event. 
Milestone 4: Bioscleve Field trip for project participants Oct. 18-21: This project is initiated by The Sense Lab and 
Immediations, a SSHRC-based partnership grant of which Thain is a co-applicant.  This is an opportunity to develop the research 
project of Time Forms in collaboration with international researchers at the Bioscleve House, designed by Arakawa and Gins, as 
part of their “reversible destiny” experiments with ecologies for sustaining life.  We will be camping on site for three days, and are 
investigating modes of preparing food that both sustains intellectual community and leaves no trace on the local environment. 
Milestone 5: Wrap-Up of reading group and publication of conference proceedings; launch of sustainable resource 
database (January 2014). 
 
Performance Indicators and Event Dissemination:  
Event participants will be documenting their work on a weekly basis, coordinated by the project manager. There will be multiple 
practical deadlines to be met, but the project’s success will emerge at two key moments: during the event, where participant 
feedback and engagement will be solicited and documented; after the event, and after the event with a) the publication of event 
results: the sustainable hospitality database, the Vision 20/20 time forms video and the publication of the special journal issue 
devoted to the event and b) through the ongoing discussion through the IPLAI reading group.   
  
Outcomes: 

 Time Forms conference in September 
 IPLAI reading group Fall 2013 
 Major publication documenting Time Forms in Spring 2014 (likely in Inflexions journal) 
 Hospitality database of resources for conference organizers 
 Sustainability Tumblr: As a contribution to the Sustainability Fund, a student will solicit video contributions from other 

funded projects discussing the temporal experience of sustainability their projects develops, archived on a Tumblr, and 
developed into a short video and archived online alongside the readings and resources from the IPLAI reading group.  

Stakeholders: (A detailed budget of funding and in-kind support to date for the conference is attached in the appendix.)   
Conference presenters at Time Forms: This includes an international group of artists and academics from Montreal and elsewhere, 
who will be directly engaged by the hospitality practices of the event.  See appendix for detailed list. 
Conference Participants: As the event is also open to the wider McGill community (while some events are for registered 
participants, specifically those with space limitations such as the Long Meal and the Vloistek derives, many are completely open, 
and anyone can register for the conference.  The conference is completely free for students.  Based on the history of previous 
IPLAI events and other events by the main conference organizers such as Thinking Art, we will also reach a wide local public of 
students, academics and artists.   
Interdisciplinary Researchers and Collaborations at McGill: Time Forms is headed by an interdisciplinary group of researchers: 
Alanna Thain (English and IPLAI fellow), Stephen McAdams (Music and IPLAI fellow), and Eric Lewis (Philosophy), all of 
whom direct research laboratories and large scale research projects here at McGill.  Our graduate student collaborators include 
Toni Pape (Universite de Montreal PhD candidate, Comparative Literature and Media), Sarah Manya (Concordia PhD candidate in 
Humanities and dancer/ choreographer), Thomas Pringle (MA student, English), and Kai Siedenburg (PhD student, Music).  
Institute for the Public Life of Arts and Ideas: Time Forms is an initiative housed through the Institute for the Public Life of Arts 
and Ideas at McGill, one of the only places for active interdisciplinary research that cuts across both the student/ faculty divide and 
between the university and the city. Two IPLAI fellows, McAdams and Thain, are resident fellows.  IPLAI provides space and 
support for events that bring together all members of the McGill community, through programs such as their reading groups which 
are open to all members of the community.  This project offers a unique opportunity to experiment with expanding the reading 
group into process-based collaboration as well.  
The Sense Lab/ Immediations: Thain has been a member of the Montreal based research group The Sense Lab since 2004.  The 
Sense Lab provides a wealth of experience in process-based research-creation.  The Sense Lab has also worked extensively to 
make ties between university based research and local and international art practitioners. Immediations is a seven-year SSHRC 
Partnership project, of which McGill is one of 18 international partners.  
The McGill Community: Academic conferences are a critical support for intellectual life, but outside of the mainstream campus 
supports such as McGill catering and Thomson House, there are few resources for conference organizers who might want to take a 
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more ecological approach to this task.  Limited resources mean that the time it takes to track down alternatives is frequently 
unfeasible.  Our database would fill that knowledge gap and make a more sustainable approach practical. This is a concern not 
only for faculty, but for graduate students organizing smaller scale events, and for undergraduate clubs who could also benefit 
from this approach.  For example, for my first conference at McGill, I hired Midnight Kitchen to cater as an ecological alternative.  
However, as this fell outside of their usual mandate, it ended up being too much of a challenge for them (they did a great job but 
discovered that they were not cut out for this kind of work!).  I have since been searching for other alternatives and would 
appreciate a set of references in this regard. Contingent on funding, note that this event will be free to McGill students and non-
faculty staff (faculty have access to resources that allow them to pay registration fees for conferences). Should the Sustainability 
Fund grant be successful, we would guarantee free registration for students and staff. 
Graduate and undergraduate students: It is increasingly important to involve undergraduate students in research and to provide 
opportunites for Applied Student Research.  Not only do we have enormously talented students at McGill already heavily engaged 
in research-creation practices (such as the members of the project team), but such opportunities for involvement contribute to a 
more sustainable educational experience, providing practical experience and expertise, opportunities for mentoring, and the chance 
to develop a research program that seeks to move beyond the classroom.  
 
II. Project Implementation 
Tasks and Responsibilities:  We are requesting funding to support students while they are involved in developing this project, not 
simply to hire them to execute the labour. Applied student research is at the heart of what we do. The practical components of this 
work will be sustained by an ongoing engagement with the philosophical and conceptual aims of the projects, and each student 
will be encouraged to develop their own intervention into Time Forms.  Not only does this provide students with a way to take 
their academic training outside of the classroom and test it “on the ground” in close collaboration and mentorships with faculty, it 
also encourages the development of process-based practices and will give student an important opportunity for publication in the 
conference outcomes.  Two examples: 1) Thomas Pringle is preparing conference “name tags” out of dosimetry badges, pieces of 
film used to measure exposure to radiation.  Participants will be sent these badges in advance and encouraged to wear them and 
carry them as a durational lead-up to conference.  The film becomes gradually exposed, and Pringle will collect and edit together 
these strips after the conference to prepare a short film. 2) all students will contribute an “image of time” (a short film or other 
item) to the conference website.  These images will be regularly updates as an online countdown to the event, and will be collected 
for publication with conference proceedings.  

 
Type of Activity – Task Estimated Time Required Group Member in Charge 

Hospitality preparation (researching hospitality resources, 
including material supplies, finding local caterers, and 
coordinating summer ateliers) 

10 hours/week for 16 weeks 3 undergraduate students 
(Carolyn Bailey, Tyler 
Lawson, Tim Beeler) 

Event documentation and archiving: documentation of all ateliers 
and events before and during conference; preparation of 
Sustainability archive and Vision 20/20 video 

10 hours week for 16 week 1 undergraduate student 
(Lara Oundjian) 

Project Manager 1: website design and management; publicity; 
assistance with preparing materials for publication 

10 hours week for 16 weeks 1 Graduate student 
Thomas Pringle 

Project Manager 2: Coordination with venues, artists, etc., 
coordinating undergraduates; registration; permits 

10 hours week for 16 weeks 1 Graduate Student  
Sarah Manya 

 
III. Financials: Critical Date: July 15 
Detailed expenses: (see appendix for breakdown) 
Expense Description Estimated Cost 
Salaries (students) $18188 
Salaries (consultant) $ 1000 
Travel stipend for students $1500 
Hospitality and supplies $10163.75  (includes fees for caterer services) 

 
Detailed revenues: (see appendix for larger Time Forms Budget) 
Revenue Source Amount Requested Confirmed? 
Sustainability Projects Fund $30851.75 No 
 



Appendix to Sustainability Fund Application 
 
Contents: 
1. “Time Forms” Event Description and Call for Participants (page 1) 
2. “Time Forms: Temporalities of Aesthetic Experience” Preliminary schedule as of May 
21 (page 3) 
3. Detailed Budget Breakdown and Personnel for funds requested from Sustainability 
Fund (page 6) 
4. Time Forms Contributing Partners (confirmed unless otherwise indicated) (page 9) 
 
1. “Time Forms” Event Description and Call for Participants 
 
One of the most significant artworks of the last decade is Christian Marclay’s The 
Clock (2011), the winner of 2011 Venice Biennale.  Marclay’s film is 24-hours long, 
bound to the clock time of lived experience.  When you arrive at the film at noon, it is 
noon on screen, and so it goes for every moment. A remix artist, Marclay pillaged and 
resorted the cinematic archive of found footage from already existing movies (actually 
inscribed in hundreds of films and virtually distributed across spectatorial memories), to 
create a compilation that draws on and deviates the source material in the search for 
something new.  In this case, he searched for cinematic images that spoke of time—
clocks, watches, references, bodily postures, hourglasses, rhythms of life personal and 
collective.  A film without end, Marclay’s The Clock undoes the tyranny of a regularized 
eventness.  A playful and ironic mediation on “time-based art”, Marclay’s work resists 
the homogenous availability of contemporary media. Housed in gallery space, there are 
vast swaths of his film that will only rarely play before spectator’s eyes. Marclay’s film 
not only proposes time itself as an artistic medium, but demands that the spectator 
consider the temporal dimension of their aesthetic experience. Today, with the 
importance of time-based media in art, new sites and zones of “reception” uncoupled 
from the delimited hours of art institutions (museums, movie theatres, live performance), 
and the increasing indiscernilibilty of work time and leisure time characteristic of 
“affective labour”, the “when” of art is as much in question as the “what” of art was when 
Marcel Duchamp signed a urinal, displayed it in a gallery and declared it art. We need 
new critical paradigms for thinking the temporalities of aesthetic experience and the 
“eventness” of art itself. 
 
“Time Forms: Temporalities of Aesthetic Experience” will be a four day major research-
creation workshop that explores the ‘when’ of art today.  This event will take place at 
McGill University September 19-22, 2013, under the auspices of the Institute for the 
Public Life of Arts and Ideas. Events will take place across the McGill campus, as well as 
in the artistic public venues across Montreal at large, including the Centre Phi, and 
Eastern Bloc. Bringing together scholars, artists, curators and the public, this event will 
investigate art events that intimately involve a temporal dimension, in order to explore 
different concepts, kinds and components of temporality in the experiencing of art.  In 
exploring such questions as: ‘what concepts of time are relevant to the experience of 
art?’; ‘what are the ways in which time plays a role in such experiences?’ and ‘what 
qualities are specific to time based arts?’, Time Forms will consider the place of art today 



as a form of “temporal critique” (Lim 2009), a resistance to the homogenization of 
modern clock time that subdivides duration into discrete and identical units.  Do aesthetic 
experiences give us unusual experiences of time , and if so, how and to what end?  How 
does art “make time felt”? 
 
Our participants are drawn from both academic and artistic practices, exploring arts such 
as dance, music, cinema, digital media, installation art, as well as research practices that 
take innovative approaches to the analytical challenges of time forms in art. As befits a 
research-creation event on aesthetic experience, participation will not only involve the 
presentation of artworks or research findings, but participation in and reflection on 
aesthetic experience itself. Part of the event’s research program, then, will be to develop a 
dialogue across discrete events around to determine how time works in aesthetic 
experience, to develop new research and pedagogical models for exploring these 
questions, and for understanding how art works on the bodies and experiences of 
spectators/ participants over time. 
 
Innovative in both form and content, this event requires participants to give careful 
consideration to the time of presentation and performance itself. Each presenter has 
proposed a “time form” for sharing their work, to make the event itself a site of creative 
experimentation and heterogenous experiences of time.  The organizers have ‘curated’ 
these proposals into a event that will dynamically enact the key issues arising from the 
temporalities of aesthetic experience itself, outside of the traditional structure of a 
research-conference. The event itself will run 24 hours a day for four days, with 
participants selectively curating their own time form from among event offerings.  We 
will alternate condensed and discrete experiences, such as a roundtable on “Curating 
Untimely Art” with durational and mobile temporal events, such as soundwalks in the 
city, looped presentations of new media installations and more.  Thus the event will 
simultaneously address both the “time forms” of contemporary art and research (ie. what 
forms of aesthetic expression foreground their temporal dimension, and to what end?), 
and also the question of how time forms (ie. how time itself is a force giving shape and 
content to aesthetic experience that is different from either everyday time, work time and 
clock time).   
 
Call for Participants. We invite proposals to seed the temporal structure of the 
event.  Rather than pre-determined formats for content delivery, "Time Forms" aims to 
shape the event to the times that thought takes. Potential participants are thus asked not 
only to describe what their intervention (artistic, curatorial or academic) might concern, 
but to think creatively about what time form is relevant to the intervention as well. All 
proposals are welcome, from Pecha-Kucha style bursts of thought to durational 
performance, from singular presentations to work that relies on repetition.  Proposals 
should indicate not only the desired "time form", but also a preliminary list of any 
materials required, including any special needs for venues.  We anticipate that as part of 
the event we will have "time-outs" to regroup participants for conversations about the 
time tactics deployed over the course of these days.   
Date: Sept. 18-21, 2013 
 



Statement of purpose. This event aims to explore forms in time and the ways time forms 
experience by bringing together scholars and creators of artistic media that intimately 
involve a temporal dimension in the experience they engender. Participants will explore 
different concepts, kinds and components of experiential temporality as they are 
manifested in a variety of artistic forms. The event itself is designed to have a large-scale 
temporal structure that modulates the temporal experience of continuity, immersion and 
distraction over the whole event, within which are embedded smaller structures with an 
interleaving of thought-provoking scholarly presentations, performances or presentations 
of art forms, creative workshops, and moments of repose, reflection and nourishment or 
other modes of distraction such as moving around space to get to different events, thereby 
discovering spaces in between the events. 
 
Some of the questions we hope to be addressed implicitly or explicitly include: 
•  What concepts of time are relevant to the experience of art? 
•  What are the ways in which time plays a role in such experiences? 
•  At what different scales of time do these aspects manifest themselves? 
•  How do periodicities at various time scales create coherehence in a work? 
•  Can time itself be considered as an artistic medium? 
•  How do memory processes and acquired knowledge schemas that generate 

expectancies interact with perception in artistic experience, linking the past, present 
and possible future of the work and providing a sense of continuous experience? 

•  How does experience as a multidimensional shape in time emerge from the texture of a 
work? 

•  What in a work conditions the experience of the speed of passage of time or the sense 
that time has become suspended, i.e. how does a work's structure and a spectator's 
relation to it result in different temporal elasticities? 

•  What qualities are specific to time-based arts? 
•  How do temporality and spatiality affect each other? 
•  Can time itself be considered as an artistic medium? 
•  How might new technologies for artistic creation/participation provide new 

opportunities for temporal experience? 
 
 
2. “Time Forms: Temporalities of Aesthetic Experience” Preliminary schedule as of 
June 1 
 
Ongoing throughout the event (Sept 18-21):  

 "Time Lab": curated micro-activities and experiences by members of Montreal’s 
SenseLab and Immediations project (coordinated by Alanna Thain, Toni Pape, 
Sarah Manya and Thomas Pringle). 

 Improvised City Walks led by the Dutch performance troop Vloiestof, developed 
for the Montreal Urban environment (30 participants at a time, 2 walks daily) 

 Social/ Aural score project: performance of a commissioned graphic score, which 
can be read as both (partially) determining behaviors/actions of the participants, 
and as musical notation. All participants will be asked to follow the score at all 



times. It will also be performed, simultaneously, by a rotating group of musicians 
for the entire event.  

 A real-time interactive sound-map of the event will be created, that all 
participants will be able to add to at their leisure via mobile devices. 

 
Wed. Sept 18: Opening (McGill, Tanna Hall) 

 5 pm Pulitzer prize winning composer Roger Reynolds (UC San Diego) mini-
Beatty keynote and Kokoro concert with Mark Menzies (California Institute for 
the Arts) 

 Opening reception 
 
 
Thurs. Sept 19: ICASP (Improvisation, Community and Social Practice) 
concentration: Sonic Flows and Rhythms (McGill, Tanna Hall and MMR) 

 All day: ICASP temporalities of improvisation workshops and panels (Tanna Hall, 
participants TBA from call for papers due July 1); Time Lab Installations 

 Roger Reynolds' Beatty seminar 
 4pm: Canon-scope: How to Construct a Canon, with pianist Andy Costello 

(McGill) (session 1) 
 5 pm Double performance: Maintenant: Now, as Holding the Present by 

conductor Eleanor Stubley (McGill), with live sculpture and composer George 
Lewis (Columbia) Mnemosis for 7 musicians (members of the McGill 
Contemporary Music Ensemble; moderated discussion with Alia Al-Saji and 
Alanna Thain, McGill) 

 
Fri. Sept 20: Performing Temporality (McGill, Tanna Hall, MMR, Moving Image 
Research Laboratory, as well as Eastern Bloc gallery and city-wide events) 

 9:30:  Canon-scope: How to Construct a Canon, with Andy Costello (session 2) 
 10:30: Anthropologist Georgina Born (Oxford, visiting professor at McGill in Fall 

2013) 
 11:30-12:30: Proustian Tea Party: Meeting #2 of the Speeds and Slownesses 

reading group, featuring “Concept Speed Dating” text TBA) 
 12:30-2:00 Lunch Beat Montreal: Noontime dance party ( a tradition founded in 

Sweden and recently brought to Montreal—open to the wide public) at the MMR. 
Featuring DJs from McGill and Concordia (Jonathan Karpetz McGill MA student, 
Owen Chapman Professor at Concordia, Magda Olzanowski, PhD student 
Concordia). One hour of dancing followed by lunch, featuring a panel on the Art 
of Djing, including the DJs and possibly the founders of Picnik Electronik. 

 2-3:30 Dispersed afternoon activities: Time film and video screenings at the 
Moving Image Research Laboratory featuring Montreal filmmakers such as 
Alexandre La Rose and Michael Wees as well as the Time Images from the 
conference website; Department of Biological Flow (Sean Smith, artist from 
Toronto) workshop on “gait-surfing” 



 3:30-5:00 Urban dérives (developed by the Time Lab participants) to Eastern 
Bloc gallery via bus, metro or walking.  Each route will feature a downloadable 
media component (sound and/ or image), a map and a set of suggestions for an 
attentive passage between sites.  This trajectory passes through a diverse range of 
Montreal neighbourhoods, both post, pre and in the midst of gentrification, and 
will pay special attention to sites of urban art interventions such as urban 
gardening projects. Curated with sound/ video walks from the Time Lab, this will 
include stops at espresso bars or gelaterias (sites of “time sensitive food”, for 
which registered partiticpants will be given a coupon) en route, where they can 
take a break to watch a video intervention by Stamatia Portonova on competing 
rhythms of post-industrial labour (academic and artist, Naples, Italy) 

 5 à 7 Book launch at Eastern Bloc feat. Sylvia Safdie book launch (book curated 
by Eric Lewis)/ video projections and Urban High Rise, a multi-media installation 
by a number of leading video/installation artists (Matthew Rankin, Richard Kerr, 
Dominic Gagnon, Francois Miron, Jeremy Schmidt) on the theme of temporal 
change in society. The Urban High Art Installation was curated and donated to the 
event by Suoni Per Il Popolo. 

 9:00:  “First Times” Cabaret (Cabaret Mile End) curated by Montreal-based 
media theorist and performance artist Dayna McLeod 

 
 
Sat. Sept. 21 Imaging Time (Centre Phi) 

 Ongoing: 
 Video Installation of La Notte by KG Guttman and documentation of Dayna 

McLeod’s Cougar This! Conference participants will also be invited at regular 
intervals to participate in dinner preparation; through kneading bread, cutting kale 
from the container garden forest that we will bring onsite and massaging it for 
salad, etc. and taking part in the “kitchen score” and documentation) 

 9:30: Breakfast  
 10am: Curating Untimely Art roundtable: This discussion around how to deal 

with art that is temporally unwieldy (such as performance or reperformance works, 
time based art such as video, etc.) will feature both academics and practitioners.  
We are awaiting funding results to confirm participants, but participants should 
include: Asad Raza (producer for Tino Seghal, who just won the Golden Lion at 
the Venice Biennale and whose ecological artwork leaves “no material trace”), 
Annette Jakobsen, a Danish scholar working on the particular space-time 
conditions that produce what she terms “museum intensities”, John Zeppetelli 
from DHC Art, curators from La Centrale, the oldest feminist art-run gallery in 
Canada, and Theresa Rowat of the Jean-Pierre Perrault Foundation. This 
roundtable will also feature acts of fantasy curation of untimely objects. 

 11:30: Dayna McLeod (Montreal based performance artist and PhD student, 
Concordia)—Illustrated lecture on durational performance, including her recently 
terminated “Cougar This!” project. 

 12:00: Lunch break: a picnic expedition down to see the Silo #5 and lunch on the 
river in the Old Port 



 1:30: Improv Deep Listening Event: livestreamed back at Phi with Pauline 
Oliveros (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and Director of the Deep Listening 
Institute) and Eric Lewis  (McGill University and director, ICASP) (live 
streamed) 

 2:30: Nick Rhombes (University of Detroit, Mercy) Workshop on Collaborative 
Analyses of Post-Digital Cinema: Comparative screening of 16mm, VHS and 
DVD. 

 4:00 Bodies in Time roundtable: What happens when your artistic medium, the 
body, itself is subject to time?  We will open with a Feldenkreis workshop led by 
Montreal dancer and choreographer Ami Shulman, and then move to  a discussion 
featuring Lousie Lecavalier (former principal dancer Lalala Human Steps, 
choreographer and soloist), Dave St-Pierre (choreographer, dancer and recipient 
of a double lung transplant), members of Vloiestof (performing through the event), 
Benoit Lachambre (choregrapher and dancer) and moderated by Kathy Casey 
(director of Montreal Danse). 

 6:00 “The Long Meal”: The Long Meal will be prepared by participants in Time 
Forms, and will feature courses each with a unique time signature.  Inspired by 
Proust’s use of a Madeleine dunked in tea as a technique for provoking memory, 
the meal will build on a summer’s worth of ateliers exploring relations between 
food, art and temporality.  All day long, event participants will be invited to share 
in the create through specific modes of encounter; watching rising bread on 
livestreaming video feeds, massaging kale and tough greens for salads, sharing in 
durational relays of chopping, kneading, peeling, etc.  The preparation will be 
miked and recorded as part of the ongoing “live scoring” of the event, and the 
sounds of food preparation, including contact mikes in the foods themselves, will 
provide both a live performance and later be reworked for the event publications. 

 9:00 Night and the City film screening: An illustrated lecture screening film clips 
curated and remixed by Will Straw (McGill, director of the McGill Institute for 
the Study of Canada) projected onto the buildings of Old Montreal from the alley 
space behind the Centre Phi.  This events features films that deal with the urban 
night.  

 
3. Detailed Budget Breakdown and Personnel for funds requested from 
Sustainability Fund 
 
Total Budget $30,851.75 
 
A. Salaries $18,188 total 
a) 4 undergraduate students (to work 10 hours/week x 16 weeks = 160 hours @$12/hr 
plus 12% benefits and 4% vacation pay = $1,920 wages + $307 benefits) x 4= $8,908 
Undergraduates will be involved in researching hospitality preparation, including sources 
for sustainable material supplies, solutions for conference waste (eg. composting 
biodegradable cups, etc.), finding and liasing with local caterers, working with other 
Sustainability Project funded groups on campus to acquire locally sourced foods, and 
coordinating summer ateliers. Each student will be responsible for running one atelier, 
and one week of the IPLAI reading group (in teams of 2).  



One undergraduate will oversee documentation of conference activities, including ateliers, 
leading up to the event, including developing the materials for the Sustainability web 
archive, and filming and editing the Vision 20/20 video. 
Contingent upon their availability, I have listed four undergraduate students with relevant 
experience, both practical and conceptual.  Each was a student in a seminar I ran last year 
on “Techniques of Togetherness” where we read recent social and cultural theory around 
the idea of the “commons”, and developed research-creation approaches to this material.  
Three students also took a small research creation film production seminar with me in the 
fall, and have the relevant audio-visual skills.  Each brings unique experience and 
perspective to this project.  Carolyn Bailey’s honours thesis will combine research into 
ecology, architecture and aesthetic theory. Shahir Omar is a talented filmmaker interested 
in social justice documentary practice and cooperative approaches to production. Tim 
Beeler has extensive experience as an artist and organizer, and also was a co-founder of 
the Alt-University Project in 2012, a series of self-organized student led workshops that 
drew together participants from across the city.  Finally, Tyler Lawson has an extensive 
background in community based practices, from research in Canada’s north to his current 
work in philosophy. These are self-motivated students who are seeking opportunities to 
sustain the work they have done in the classroom through community based research-
creation practice.  Each will receive a valuable work experience, as well as extensive 
mentoring, akin to what a student might get from an ARIA internship.   
b) 2 graduate students (to work 10 hours/week x 16 weeks = 160 hours @ $25/hr plus 
12% benefits and 4% vacation pay=$4,000 salary and $640 benefits x2)=$9,280  
Graduate students will fulfill two main tasks.   
a) The first student, Thomas Pringle, will have three main responsibilities: 1) developing 
and maintaining the conference website, 2) publicity and event dissemination, 3) 
collecting and preparing materials for publication and 4) a small research-creation 
projects preparing conference name badges that include unexposed film, which will be 
developed through exposure to radiation in the body, cellphones and environments of 
conference participants.  Rather than being discarded at conference ends, these will be 
developed and edited together at the MIRL lab for web-publishing as part of the event 
documentation. 
b) the second student, Sarah Manya, will draw upon her long experience as a professional 
dancer, performer and project manager to serve as the key point person for coordinating 
people, places and materials.  She will meet weekly with undergraduates to check in with 
their progress.  She will liase with the conference venues to ensure that equipment, 
permits, security, etc. is in place.  She will also be the key contact person for artists and 
presenters.  Lastly, she will be the point person for event hospitality, coordinating with 
caterers and suppliers.   
B. Salaries: Consultant $1,000 (50 hours @20$/hr) 
Given the ambitious nature of this large scale event; I would like to bring in someone 
with experience to serve as a project consultant at key points.  Madeline Ritts, a former 
honours student at McGill, organized the extremely successful Iron Chef cook-off 
fundraiser for Santropol Roulant in 2010, coordinating with the on campus Edible 
Gardens project and local businesses.  Maddie’s experience in bringing issues of 
sustainability and community based practice to the attention of the McGill community 



will be invaluable, as well as serve as access to previous Sustainability Projects so that 
we can learn from her experience.  
C. Travel stipend for students $1,500 ($250 each x 6 students) 
Part of our sustainable approach is to ensure that the event doesn’t just end when the 
conference does.  A chance to reactivate the ideas and practices of Time Forms will be 
provided in October, when Montreal’s SenseLab (of which Professor Thain is a member) 
will take a trip to the Bioscleve House at the invitation of architect Madelien Gins 
(http://www.reversibledestiny.org/bioscleave/). The task of this event is to camp onsite in 
a way that leaves no trace, that engages with the environment both built and natural, and 
that allows for collaboration with two US based labs, the SpazLab (Maine) and the Studio 
for Social Design (Boston).  We will also be working with local susatianble farmers, and 
curating onsite meals as part of our ethico-aesthetic process-based practice.  Each student 
will receive a $250 travel stipend to off set costs for this excursion (largely for group 
transport and camping supplies—use of the site has been donated by Madeline Gins and 
other expenses will be funded by the SSHRC Immediations grant).  
D. Hospitality and supplies $10,163.75 (includes fees for caterer services) 
Lastly, we are requesting funds for hospitality services and supplies for the event. These 
funds will cover the costs of food and caterer services where applicable.  These funds are 
based on registered participants who will have access to meals. Note that registration is 
required for certain activities, but will be free for students and non-faculty staff from 
McGill.  This budget has been prepared with two parameters.  The first is anticipated 
number of participants.  This number takes into consideration the actual presenters, 
organizers and workers of the conference (approximately 50 people).  We anticipate that 
at least another 50 people will commit to registering for the conference as a whole, 
although we also anticipate that many events will draw much larger numbers.  I place the 
number of registered participants then at 100, also based on attendance at previous IPLAI 
conferences. 
To prepare the budget, I have used comparative figures from McGill’s catering service 
based on 100 people at each meal event.  We anticipate that we will be able to provide an 
alternative for the same price that places the emphasis on local sources, organic and 
sustainable practices, grounded in the research of our undergraduate conference assistants.  
1) Coffee Service throughout the conference $1,113.75 (9 planned coffee breaks, 
including coffee with 3 breakfasts). Note that we will encourage participants to bring 
their own reusable cups and water bottles, but must have alternatives on hand as well. 
McGill rates: Coffee / Tea (Reg. & Decaf.) $24.75/ Gallon (1 Gallon is equal to 20 cups). 
100 person coffee service= $123.75 
 
2) 3 x breakfast service $750 (excluding coffee) 
McGill rates: $2.50 per person for a bagel and cream cheese 
3) 3 x lunch service $3,150 
McGill rates: $10.50 per person for soup and sandwiches. 
4) 3 x Snack breaks $750 (excluding coffee) 
McGill snack trays for $2.50 person 
5) 5 a 7 reception at Eastern Bloc $1,500 
6) Closing dinner $2,500  



7) 100 coupons for an ice cream or an espresso, as part of the en route experience of the 
Urban Dérive to Eastern Bloc.  Participants will be given three options to make their way 
up north, and several options to stop along the way while passing through Little Italy to 
take a break and watch a short video from Italian media theorist Stamatia Portonova.  
Each registered participant will receive a coupon for an espresso or an ice cream (as 
“time form foods”) from a participating café or gelateria enroute, who has agreed in 
advance to host the video screening for the duration of the derives.  $400. 
 
 
4. Time Forms Contributing Partners (confirmed unless otherwise indicated) 
 
a) Beatty Memorial Fund (dedicated to the Reynolds/Menzies event) $5,000 
(requested, results by the end of June) 

 covers air fees, accomodation, per diem, technical support and performance fees 
for Reynolds and Menzies,  

 
b) Schulich School of Music $5,500, free use of Tanna Hall and the MMR, and in-kind 
technical support throughout the conference 
Earmarked for student salaries: (musicians performing in George Lewis, ushers and 
technical support) and for Andy Costello’s performance fee ($500). 
 
c) Institute for the Public Life of Arts and Ideas $1,200 cash and in-kind  dedicated 
Reading Group for Fall 2013, including use of their seminar space and a small fund for 
refreshments, and administrative support for the event. 
Travel and accommodation for Nick Rombes (from Detroit) 
 
d) CIRMMT $500 and free use of audio-visual equipment for documentation 
Student salaries 
 
e) Dean of Arts Development Fund $1,000  
Extra security fee charges for use of the Centre Phi after regular hours.  
 
f) Will Straw SSHRC Night and the City $500 
Student salaries 
 
g) Improvisation, Community and Social Practice Project $20,000 
$4000 for the fees associated with the livescoring of the event (developing an app, hiring 
student musicians, hiring a composer) 
$6000 travel, accommodation and per diem expenses for event participants 
$3000 for travel and performance fees for Vloiestof (Dutch performance troupe) 
$3000 for graduate student project manager 
$1000 for technical support, space rental and performance fee for Oliveros Deep 
Listening event 
$3000 for technical support and equipement for event. 
 
h) Media@McGill  $500 



Honoraria for “Curating Untimely Art” speakers 
 
i) Institute for Gender, Sexuality and Feminist Studies $500 (requested) 
Honoraria for Bodies in Time Roundtable and Artist fee for Ami Shulman 
 
j) Department of English $500 (requested) 
For Nick Rombes travel expenses (from Detroit) 
 
k) Eleanor Stubley's internal SSHRC  $275 
Artist fee for sculptor 
 
l) SSHRC Immediations: Media, Art and Event: $1000 
$500 travel expenses for Sean Smith (Department of Biological Flow) 
$500 towards summer food ateliers (supplies) 
In kind support for preparation of special issue of Inflexions Journal. 
 
m) Centre Phi: (in kind) free use of their space and technical support for Saturday events. 
n) Moving Image Research Laboratory: (in kind) free use of lab space, projectionist and 
A/V equipment for documentation 
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